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Abstract
We provide a framework to describe all local-realistic theories and all
no-signalling operational theories. We show that when the dynamics is
reversible, these two concepts are equivalent. In particular, this implies that
unitary quantum theory can be given a local-realistic model.
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1 Introduction
On 21st October 2015, the New York Times touted “Sorry, Einstein. Quantum
Study Suggests ‘Spooky Action’ Is Real” [24]. Indeed, as the daily contin-
ued, “objects separated by great distance can instantaneously affect each other’s
behavior”. This dramatic headline was prompted by the successful completion
of an ambitious experiment in Delft, the Netherlands, in which the world’s first
so-called “loophole-free Bell test” had been realized, whose objective was to
verify that the predictions of quantum mechanics continue to rule even when
they could not be given a classical explanation by no-faster-than-light signalling
(locality loophole) nor by exploiting falsely inefficient detectors (detection loop-
hole) [16]. Based on the work of John Bell [2], the Dutch paper concluded in
its abstract that their “data hence imply statistically significant rejection of the
local-realist null hypothesis”.1
Has the Dutch experiment definitely established the nonlocality of our uni-
verse, barring a statistical fluke? Obviously not since David Deutsch and Patrick
Hayden had already shown fifteen years earlier that quantum theory, with all
its seemingly nonlocal predictions, can be given a fully local-realistic interpre-
tation [11]! Subsequently, we had shown [4, 3] how easy it is to give a local-
realistic interpretation for the Popescu-Rohrlich so-called nonlocal boxes [25],
even though they seem to violate locality even more than quantum theory, thus
establishing in the clearest and simplest possible way the fact that a mere vio-
lation of Bell’s inequalities is no proof of nonlocality. The explanation for this
conundrum is that there are more general ways for a world to be local-realistic
than having to be ruled by local hidden variables, which is the only form of local
realism considered by Bell in his paper [2]. We expound on the local construction
of “nonlocal” boxes in a companion paper [5].
In the current paper, we give original formal definitions for the concepts of
local-realistic theories and no-signalling operational theories. We argue in favour
of our thesis, according to which our definitions capture the intuitive notions in
the most general way possible. Those definitions are among our main contribu-
1 To be fair, the Dutch team admitted towards the end of their paper that their “observation of a
statistically significant loophole-free Bell inequality violation thus indicates rejection of all local-
realist theories that accept that the number generators produce a free random bit in a timely manner
and that the outputs are final once recorded in the electronics” [16] (our emphasis). In other words,
additional loopholes exist, which their experiment admittedly did not take into account, including
the possibility that measurements have no definite outcomes.
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tions because they are required in order to give a complete and formal proof of
our main result to the effect that any reversible-dynamics physical theory accord-
ing to which it is impossible to signal information instantaneously can be given a
local-realistic interpretation. As one specific example, this applies to unitary quan-
tum mechanics, which provides an alternative proof of the Deutsch-Hayden result
mentioned above [11]. Actually, the specific case of quantum physics is of such
importance that we devote an entire companion paper to it [6], in which we prove
in particular that the universal wavefunction cannot be the complete description of
a local universe: it merely describes what can be observed from within. In other
words, the universal wavefunction is but a shadow of the real world. It follows
that if we believe in local realism—as Albert Einstein arguably did—the answer
to the question asked in the title of the celebrated 1935 Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) paper [12] is a resounding no: the (Copenhagen) quantum-mechanical de-
scription of physical reality cannot be considered complete, and furthermore it can
be completed, as shown in [11, 6]. Said otherwise, the New York Times headline
notwithstanding, Einstein does not have to be sorry: he was right!
This paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, we set the stage in
Section 2 by laying the conceptual foundations of realism in an informal and intui-
tive manner. There, inspired by Immanuel Kant [19, 13], we introduce the essen-
tial notions of noumenal and phenomenal worlds. This is followed in Section 3
by a formal mathematical definition of what we call the structure of realism, and
then in Section 4 the structure of local realism. Section 5 defines the notion of
no-signalling operational theories without recourse to probabilities, which is more
general than the usual approach. The paper culminates on a complete and formal
proof in Section 6 of our main result to the effect that all reversible-dynamics
no-signalling operational theories can be explained by a local-realistic model.
We conclude in Section 7 with a final discussion and suggestions for further
research.
2 Conceptual foundations of realism
Do you believe that when you place a delicious apple pie in your refrigerator and
close the door, the pie continues to exist even though you are no longer looking
at it? If so, congratulations, you are a realist, an adherent of the philosophical
position called realism!
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What is realism? Realism is the principle that posits the existence of a world
existing outside of our immediate subjective experience and that this world deter-
mines our subjective experience.
2.1 Appearance vs reality
This outside world can be called the real world, the external world, the objective
world, or in Kantian terminology: the noumenal world [19, 13]. It describes the
world as it is rather than the world as it can observed, or known through sensory
experience.
According to realism, our subjective experience, our perceptions, our sense-
data, are determined by the state of the external world. The portion of the real
world that is observable or perceptible is called the perceptive world, or alterna-
tively the observable world, or in Kantian terminology: the phenomenal world.2
To be perceptible does not mean to be perceived directly. If we scan a molecule
with an atomic force microscope, the properties thus observed are perceptible
even though we are not observing the molecule directly with our naked eyes. The
only limit to what kind of measurement device may be used to determine what is
perceptible are the laws of Nature, not merely the currently available technology.
Also, to be perceptible does not imply to be perceived right now by some observer.
Even if no one is looking right now at your delicious apple pie, it is still possible
to look at it, inasmuch as no laws of Nature prevent us from doing so. More to
the point, the far side of the Moon existed even before we had the technology that
allowed us to observe it. Thus, we include as part of the perceptible world, not
what is perceived now, but rather all potential perceptions, present and future.
After drawing this distinction between the noumenal world and the phenom-
enal world, an astute reader might ask: “Why do you need the noumenal world
at all? Couldn’t you get rid of it? After all, if something cannot be observed,
it cannot be inferred as real!” Our first answer would be that the reader is not
even able to infer the existence of anything outside her own senses, and might as
well be a solipsist whose whole existence is constrained by her sense data, out
of which nothing can be logically inferred. Any model able to make predictions
needs to include various concepts outside of our immediate perceptions, in such
2 For a good discussion on the relation between the observable world and the real world, see
the work of Russell [26].
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a way that the consequences of these concepts give rise to our immediate percep-
tions, present as well as future. Thus, any such model needs at the very least to
include the observable, rather than the observed.
Furthermore, we shall see that additional metaphysical principles, such as
locality, in a world that follows the laws of quantum physics at the phenome-
nal level, will force us to make the noumenal world richer and deeper than its
immediate phenomenal counterpart. Note that in the particular case of quantum
theory, the possibility of a local-realistic interpretation is not new: it has already
been worked out by David Deutsch and Patrick Hayden [11].
What is the relation between the noumenal world and the phenomenal world?
What is perceptible must follow a process parallel to what exists. As the noumenal
world evolves, so does the phenomenal world. Any property that exists in the
phenomenal world arises from a property in the noumenal world.
We can represent the relation between the noumenal world and the phenome-
nal world with the following diagram.
Noumenal1 Noumenal2
Phenomenal1 Phenomenal2
ϕ
U
ϕ
Here, ϕ is a mapping that represents how the state of the phenomenal world is
determined by the state of the noumenal world. We refer to a state of the noumenal
world as a noumenal state and to a state of the phenomenal world as a phenomenal
state. Any phenomenal state arises from at least one noumenal state. Thus ϕ is
surjective, as a mathematician would say.
The left part of the picture illustrates the following idea: when the noumenal
world is in stateNoumenal1, it has a corresponding phenomenal statePhenomenal1,
which is determined by applying ϕ to Noumenal1:
Phenomenal1 = ϕ(Noumenal1) .
The Law of Nature that determines the evolution of the noumenal world is
represented by U in this diagram. We can think of U as an operation that takes as
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input a noumenal state and outputs a new noumenal state. If we were considering
only an isolated portion of the world, an isolated system rather than the whole
world, the choice of operation would be determined by the laws of Nature and
also by the state of the environment, the part of the universe external to the isolated
system.
The upper part of the picture illustrates the following fact: if we apply an
operation U to an isolated system that was in state Noumenal1, the new state of
the system Noumenal2 is determined only by its previous state and the operation.
This can be summarized in the following equation:
Noumenal2 = U · Noumenal1 .
Note that we wrote “U · Noumenal” above, rather than the more familiar form
“U(Noumenal)”, because we should not think here of U as a function, but rather
“·” is an action and U acts on the noumenal state according to that action. This
allows us to use the same U to act differently on noumenal and phenomenal states
by invoking different actions. Nevertheless, for ease of notation, we shall revert
to writing U(•) once the concepts are rigorously established.
Finally, in the right part of the picture, we see that from the new noumenal
state, Noumenal2, corresponds a phenomenal state, Phenomenal2. Mathemati-
cally:
Phenomenal2 = ϕ(Noumenal2) .
2.2 The parallel process between the noumenal world and the
phenomenal world
A question arises naturally when considering an isolated system, such as the
whole world: is it possible to describe its phenomenal evolution without having
recourse to the noumenal world? Could we explain the evolution of the phenom-
enal states only in terms of phenomenal states and operations applied on them?
Could we explain the evolution of state Phenomenal1 to state Phenomenal2
through operation U , without having recourse to the underling state Noumenal1
giving rise to state Phenomenal2?
Mathematically, can the following equation be verified:
Phenomenal2 = U ⋆ Phenomenal1 ,
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where we have used “⋆” to distinguish this action from the one on noumenal states,
which was denoted “·” above? We now argue that the answer is yes.
Given a state Phenomenal1, how can we determine its evolution according
to operation U? Certainly, if we knew the underlying state Noumenal1 that led
to state Phenomenal1, we could then apply U on Noumenal1 and this would
determine the new evolved state Noumenal2, from which we could determine the
corresponding state Phenomenal2.
However, there is a potential difficulty with this reasoning: this works directly
only if to a phenomenal state corresponds a unique underlying noumenal state.
Could there be two distinct noumenal states underlying the same phenomenal
state? If so, this would run against a principle attributed to Leibniz, which we
shall discuss in Section 2.3. For now, let us consider this possibility and see how
it can be a problem for our argument.
Suppose we have two distinct noumenal states, Noumenal1 and Noumenal
∗
1,
which correspond to the same phenomenal state Phenomenal1, meaning that
ϕ(Noumenal1) = ϕ(Noumenal
∗
1) = Phenomenal1. These noumenal states
will evolve according to operation U and give rise to states Noumenal2
and Noumenal∗2, respectively. To these evolved noumenal states correspond
phenomenal states Phenomenal2 = ϕ(Noumenal2) and Phenomenal
∗
2 =
ϕ(Noumenal∗2). In order to be able to determine the evolution of state
Phenomenal1 as a function of operation U without needing any recourse to
noumenal states, it must be that Phenomenal2 = Phenomenal
∗
2. Indeed, in
that case, it makes no difference which underlying noumenal state determined
Phenomenal1. Mathematicians would say that the phenomenal evolution is well-
defined in this case.
Thus, to answer our main question, all we have to do is answer yes to this aux-
iliary question: If we have two distinct underlying noumenal states Noumenal1
and Noumenal∗1 giving rise to the same state Phenomenal1, do they necessarily
give rise to the same phenomenal state after evolution through some operation U?
We now argue that the answer to this conundrum is yes. Suppose we have two
statesNoumenal1 andNoumenal
∗
1 corresponding to the same statePhenomenal1.
Remember that we include in our definition of the phenomenal world, not only the
immediate subjective reality, the phenomenal experience that exists now, but any
potential subjective reality, any potential phenomenal experience. If there is no
potential difference now in the subjective reality between two noumenal states,
there can be no difference in the future.
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Thus, a state Phenomenal1, on which we apply an operation U , will evolve
to a well-defined state Phenomenal2 . Hence, we can indeed write:
Phenomenal2 = U ⋆ Phenomenal1 .
This allows us to update our picture:
Noumenal1 Noumenal2
Phenomenal1 Phenomenal2
ϕ
U
ϕ
U
This new diagram illustrates the fact that there are two ways in which state
Phenomenal2 can be determined from Noumenal1.
• We can apply first operation U to Noumenal1 to obtain Noumenal2 and
then apply function ϕ to Noumenal2 and determine Phenomenal2;
• or we could apply first ϕ to Noumenal1 to determine Phenomenal1 and
then we apply U to Phenomenal1 to obtain Phenomenal2.
A diagram with this property is called a commuting diagram. This diagram
illustrates that there is a parallel process between the evolution of the noumenal
world and the phenomenal world. It states that the evolution of the phenomenal
consequences of the noumenal world are the phenomenal consequences of the
evolution of the noumenal world. This concept is reminiscent of a remarkable
nineteenth-century principle due to Heinrich Hertz 3.
Mathematically:
Phenomenal2 = ϕ(U ·Noumenal1) = U ⋆ ϕ(Noumenal1) .
3 “We form for ourselves images or symbols of external objects; and the form which we give
them is such that the necessary consequents of the images in thought are always the images of
the necessary consequents in nature of the things pictured. In order that this requirement may be
satisfied, there must be a certain conformity between nature and our thought.” [18].
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Amathematical relation representing such a parallel process is called a homomor-
phism.
A philosopher would say that the evolution of the phenomenal world according
to the Laws of Nature is an epiphenomenon: Understanding how the noumenal
world evolves and the relation between the noumenal world and the phenomenal
world is sufficient to describe how the Laws of Nature lead to the evolution of
the phenomenal world. Causality should be understood strictly in terms of the
evolution of the noumenal world.
2.3 Leibniz’s Principle
Our previous discussion was made necessary by the possibility of two different
noumenal states that can give rise to the same phenomenal state. This possibility
runs against a principle attributed to Leibniz [20], which states that if there is no
possible perceptible difference between two objects, then these objects are the
same, not superficially, but fundamentally. A complete discussion of Leibniz’s
principle is given by Forrest [14].
According to Leibniz’s principle, if two phenomenal states are equal, then they
must arise from the same noumenal state. Mathematically, Leibniz’s principle
posits that ϕ is injective. However, we prove in companion paper [6] that Leib-
niz’s principle is actually false under additional metaphysical principles: locality
and the phenomenal validity of quantum theory inevitably lead to a deeper reality
beyond what can be observed locally in a system. This necessity for a noume-
nal world implies the falsification of Leibniz’s principle. Let us note that were
Leibniz’s principle correct, there would be a bijective correspondence between
the noumenal world and the phenomenal world since ϕ would be both injective
(by Leibniz’s principle) and surjective (by definition). It would follow that to
any noumenal state corresponds one and exactly one phenomenal state and vice
versa. Furthermore, homomorphism ϕ would in fact be an isomorphism. Know-
ing the structure of the phenomenal world would be more than sufficient to know
the structure of the noumenal world. As such, postulating any reality beyond
the observable, while philosophically interesting, would be mathematically futile.
It would lead to no supplementary explanatory power. After all, any isomorphism
is a mere rebranding of terms.
According to the Encycloædia Britannica, “Kant claimed that man’s specula-
tive reason can only know phenomena and can never penetrate to the noumenon” [13].
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Nevertheless, we demonstrate here and in our companion article on quantum
physics [6] that the noumenal world in which we live can at least be apprehended
by pure reason.
3 The structure of realism
From conceptual considerations, we are now moving towards developing a math-
ematical framework. We want to formalize mathematically the notions we intro-
duced earlier.
Let us begin by defining the structure of realism. The structure of realism is
the list of mathematical axioms that characterize a realist theory. It can be satisfied
by many different theories. A concrete theory that satisfies these axioms is called
a realist model.
The words “structure” and “model” are borrowed from universal algebra. For
instance, the structure of a group is defined by the list of axioms that characterize
an object as being a group. However, a particular group is a model for the struc-
ture of a group. For example, the integers with ordinary addition, (Z,+), provide
a model of a group. There can be non-isomorphic models that satisfy the same
structure. For example, (R,+) is not isomorphic to (Z,+) but is a group never-
theless. A more formal treatment of structures and models is given in Ref. [17].
First, we introduce realism in a theory consisting of a single system. A system
is a part of the universe, or possibly the entire universe. Once we have built the
machinery for a theory composed of a single system, we shall investigate the
structure of local realism, in which there can be several systems that can evolve
independently and interact with each others.
We follow Emmanuel Kant’s terminology [19, 13], and as such we distinguish
two kinds of states in a system, as mentioned informally in Section 2.
Noumenal State: The noumenal state of a system is its complete description.
It describes the system as it is, rather than what can be observed about it,
or known through sensory experience. It describes not only what can be
observed from a system, but also how the system can interact with other
systems. It is a state of being. It describes the system in itself, including
parts that are not accessible locally or at all. Another term used in quantum
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foundations literature to describe the noumenal state would be the ontic
state [28].
Phenomenal State: The phenomenal state of a system is a complete description
of what is locally observable in that system. The phenomenal state is a
complete description of all the observable properties potentially accessi-
ble in a system. It is what is observable in a system; not what is actually
observed. The phenomenal state contains everything that can be observed
through arbitrarily powerful technology. The only restriction on the tech-
nology is that it must abide by the laws of Nature.
Our terminology reflects the difference between appearance and reality. An alter-
native distinction, which is somewhat orthogonal, concerns the difference between
existence and knowledge. The theories of existence and of knowledge are dealt
with in the respective branches of philosophy called ontology and epistemology.
Following that path would have led to the distinction between the ontic state of a
system and its epistemic state [28]. The ontic state corresponds to what we have
called the noumenal state. However, the epistemic state corresponds to what is
known about a system by some observer [21], which might be subjective and vary
from one observer to another [15, 22]. It should be emphasized that our phenom-
enal states are not states of knowledge, neither are they relative to an observer.
Hence, epistemic and phenomenal states are two fundamentally different notions.
Now that we have explained our choice of terms, we shall describe the math-
ematical objects that are associated to a system.
Noumenal state space. Associated to a system is a noumenal state space, which
is a set of noumenal states.
Phenomenal state space. Associated to a system is a phenomenal state space,
which is a set of phenomenal states.
Operations. Associated to a system is a set of operations, which comes with a
composition operator denoted “◦”. We require that:
1. If U and V are operations, U ◦ V is an operation;
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2. If U , V andW are operations, U ◦ (V ◦W ) = (U ◦ V ) ◦W ;
3. There exists an identity operation I such that, for all operations U ,
I ◦ U = U ◦ I = U .
When there is no ambiguity, we shall omit the composition operator and write
UV instead of U ◦ V. Mathematicians would refer to the structure defining these
operations as a monoid.
Reversibility of operations. An important natural principle is that the laws of
physics are reversible. This principle is not necessary to characterize either re-
alism nor local realism. However, the reversibility of the laws of physics can be
easily expressed within our framework. It means that to each operation U , there
corresponds an operation U−1 such that U U−1 = U−1U = I . In other words, a
reversible realistic structure is a realistic structure in which the operations form a
group, which is a particular type of monoid.
Let Operations be a set of operations on some set S.
Definition 3.1 (Operation action). An operation action on set S is a map
⋆ : Operations× S → S that satisfies, for all operations U and V and for all
element s of the set S,
1. U ⋆ (V ⋆ s) = (UV ) ⋆ s ;
2. if I is the identity operation, then I ⋆ s = s.
Mathematicians refer to the operation ⋆ as a monoid action. A group action is
the special case of a monoid action when the monoid is a group. Sometimes, an
action can be characterized precisely in terms of how it acts on a given set. This
leads to the concept of a faithful action.
Definition 3.2 (Faithful action). Let ⋆ be an operation action on a set S. The action
is faithful if whenever U ⋆ s = V ⋆ s for all s ∈ S, then U = V.
Associated to a system, we require the existence of a faithful operation action
on the noumenal state space, and an operation action on the phenomenal state
space. Note that the phenomenal operation action is not required to be faithful.
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Thus, any operation is fully characterized by how it acts on noumenal states. The
faithfulness of the noumenal action is not fundamental because any noumenal
action can be made faithful by replacing operations by equivalence classes of
operations, in effect equating any two operations that act identically on all possible
noumenal states. However, it is algebraically very useful and natural to impose
noumenal faithfulness.
Definition 3.3 (Noumenal-phenomenal homomorphism). Let “·” be the action on
noumenal states and “⋆” be the action on the phenomenal states, and let φ be a
mapping whose domain is the noumenal state space and whose range is the phe-
nomenal state space. We say that φ is a noumenal-phenomenal homomorphism 4
if, for all operation U and all noumenal state N,
φ(U ·N) = U ⋆ φ(N) .
When no ambiguity can arise, we omit writing the operation action, and instead
we use the more familiar notation in which the object on which the operation acts
is written in parenthesis, as if the operation were a function. For example, the
equation above can be written equivalently as
φ(U(N)) = U(φ(N)) .
The noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism. Associated to a system, we require
the existence of a specific noumenal-phenomenal homomorphism, which has to
be surjective: we call it the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism 5 and denote it ϕ.
The operations act in a way that leads to the parallel evolution of the noumenal
world and the phenomenal world, as explained intuitively in Section 2.2. This is
best illustrated by the commuting diagram that we had seen previously:
N1 N2
ρ1 ρ2
ϕ
U
ϕ
U
4A homomorphism is a function that preserves relations between operations.
5An epimorphism is a surjective homomorphism.
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Even though we do not require the phenomenal action to be faithful in gen-
eral, it will be useful to know that any noumenal action is automatically faithful
whenever the corresponding phenomenal action is faithful (but not vice versa).
Theorem 3.1. Whenever the phenomenal action is faithful, the faithfulness require-
ment of the noumenal action is automatically verified.
Proof. Let “⋆” and “·” be the phenomenal and noumenal actions, respectively, and
let ϕ be the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism. Consider any two operations U
and V for which U · N = V · N for all noumenal state N. Our task is to prove
that U = V. For this purpose, consider now any phenomenal state ρ and let N
be any noumenal state such that ρ = ϕ(N), whose existence is guaranteed by the
surjectivity of the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism.
U ·N = V ·N =⇒ ϕ(U ·N) = ϕ(V ·N)
=⇒ U ⋆ ϕ(N) = V ⋆ ϕ(N)
=⇒ U ⋆ ρ = V ⋆ ρ
We have thus established that U ⋆ ρ = V ⋆ ρ for all phenomenal state ρ, which
implies that U = V by faithfulness of the phenomenal action. This proves that the
noumenal action is faithful as well.
4 The structure of local realism
Now that we have defined the structure of realism, the idea of a world outside
of our perceptions and how it relates to our perceptions, we can introduce an
additional concept: locality.
4.1 Locality, informally
Informally, locality is a principle according to which the world is not an amor-
phous and indivisible blob: it can be divided into separate smaller parts, called
systems, which interact with one another. Furthermore, if systems are disjoint and
non-interacting, their states cannot influence one another. More generally, sys-
tems can influence one another provided they are sufficiently close. In contrast,
they cannot influence one another when they are sufficiently far apart.
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Relativity theory as a special case of locality. In relativity theory, the speed of
light determines which systems are sufficiently far away that they cannot influence
one another. Relativity is a theory about causality: It tells us whether or not a
system can influence another. For our abstract purposes, any other theory that
provides this sort of information is just as legitimate as relativity theory. We do
not wish to give a precise meaning to “sufficiently close” and “sufficiently far”.
Relativity theory can be contrasted with quantum theory. While relativity
describes causality, and tells us which systems can and cannot interact with another,
quantum theory describes what are the (phenomenal) states of systems, what kind
of operations can be done on these states and what can be observed in a system.
If anything, the main lesson of the shift from Newtonian space-time to rel-
ativity is this: events are not related through a total order, but through a partial
order. There exist events that are not causally related to one another in either
order. In relativity, it does not matter whether Alice measures before Bob or Bob
measures before Alice when they are spacelike separated. This is true because in
reality, neither is measuring before the other! The idea of a total ordering between
events occurring in spacelike separated systems is a myth.
Example of locality in our framework. Provided systems A and B are suffi-
ciently far apart, it does not matter if we perform operation U first on system A
and nothing on system B, followed by nothing on system A and V on system B,
or if first we do nothing on system A and V on system B, followed by an U on
system A and nothing on system B. In either case, this simply corresponds to
performing U on A and V on B. This is illustrated by the following three circuits,
inspired by quantum computational networks [8], whose effect is identical.
U
V
U
V
U
V
Simply put, it is not meaningful to say that U was done before V or vice versa.
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4.2 Systems
What is a system? A system is a part of the universe. The rest of the universe is
called the environment of the system. The universe itself is a system. A system
can be in one out of several possible noumenal states.
The state of a system evolves over time, according to the laws of physics, and
so does the state of the environment. However, a computer scientist would refer to
this as operations applied on a system by the laws of physics and the environment.
The precise operation being applied, which is a function of the laws of physics and
the state of the environment, does not concern us.
A system is open when it interacts with the rest of the universe, and closed
when it does not. When it is closed, nothing from the system can escape to the
environment. Except for the universe itself, a closed system is a bit of an idealiza-
tion.
We want to investigate how various systems relate to each others. For example,
if we have a system A and a system B, we might be interested in the part of
the universe that is common to system A and system B; this is another system,
denoted A ⊓ B.
In order to formalize this notion, we introduce a mathematical framework that
describes all the parts of the universe we wish to consider, i.e. all systems and how
they relate to each others.
Definition 4.1 (Lattice of systems). A lattice of systems is a 6-tuple (S,⊔,⊓, · , S, ∅),
where S is a set of elements called systems.
There are two special systems:
1. S, which is the whole system being considered, also called the global sys-
tem. It could be the entire universe. Alternatively, it could be something
much smaller, like a quantum computer or a single photon.
2. The empty system ∅, which contains no parts at all.
Let A and B be systems, then:
1. There exists a system A ⊔ B, the union of A and B.
2. There exists a system A ⊓ B the intersection of A and B.
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3. There exists a system A, the complement of A, which is defined so that
A ⊓ A = ∅ and A ⊔ A = S. Intuitively, it is composed of all the parts of S
that are not in A.
The operations (⊔, ⊓, · ) and distinguished elements (S, ∅) behave like their
usual set-theoretic counterparts. We use the slightly different notation of ⊔, ⊓,
rather than ∪, ∩, to emphasize the fact that the operations ⊔ and ⊓ are purely alge-
braic in nature. A structure (S,⊔,⊓, · , S, ∅) that respects the usual set theoretic
identities is called a boolean lattice.
Note that a more general theory might be possible if we did not impose that
A⊔B andA⊓B be systems. We leave for future work this potential generalization
in which we would no longer be able to use the fact that systems form a boolean
lattice.
Definition 4.2 (Subsystem). System A is a subsystem of a system B, written
A ⊑ B, if A ⊓B = A.
Definition 4.3 (Disjoint systems). Systems A and B are disjoint if they have no
parts in common, i.e. A ⊓ B = ∅.
Note that the empty system is disjoint from all systems, including itself.
Definition 4.4 (Composite system). LetA andB be disjoint. The systemA⊔B is
a composite system, composed of systems A and B. For convenience, we denote
it by AB, rather than A ⊔B.
Since ⊔ is associative, given three mutually disjoint systems A, B and C, we
have:
A (BC) = (AB)C .
Thus, we shall simply write ABC to denote the composite system consisting of
A, B and C.
Generalized union. In the most general study of local-realistic structures, we
could be interested in cases in which a given system X can be represented as
the union of many (possibly infinitely many, even possibly uncountably many)
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systems. Let J be a set of systems. A system X is the union of all systems in J ,
denotedX =
⊔
A∈J
A, if
(∀A ∈ J A ⊑ X) ∧ (∀B ∈ S (∀A ∈ J A ⊑ B) =⇒ X ⊑ B) .
Such anX may not exist in case J is infinite, in which case we are not allowed to
write
⊔
A∈J A, but it is unique if it exists. Note that in set theory
⊔
A∈J A is the
usual
⋃
A∈J A. Even though we shall not make use of the notion of generalized
union to prove the main result of this paper, we have defined it in order to lay the
groundwork for future research on local-realistic structures.
We now provide more details on the state spaces and operations on the various
systems, in accordance with Section 3. Associated to each system A, we have:
Noumenal States: A noumenal state space denoted Noumenal-SpaceA; partic-
ular noumenal states of A are denoted NA, NAi , N
A
1 , etc.
Phenomenal States: A phenomenal state space denoted Phenomenal-SpaceA;
particular phenomenal states of A are denoted ρA, ρAi , ρ
A
1 , etc.
Operations: A set of operations denoted OperationsA; particular operations are
denoted UA, V A, etc.; among them IA denotes the identity operation on
system A. When, there is no ambiguity, we drop the superscript and write
simply U , V and I .
Noumenal-Phenomenal Epimorphism: A noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism
on system A, denoted ϕA. When there is no ambiguity, we write ϕ instead
of ϕA. For example, instead of writing ϕA
(
NA
)
= ρA we may write
ϕ
(
NA
)
= ρA, and we refer to ϕ as the noumenal-phenomenal epimor-
phism.
Now that we have established a notation for the various objects associated
with systems, let us see how objects belonging to different systems relate with
one another.
4.3 Splitting and merging
As we introduced informally in Section 4.1, the world can be decomposed into
several parts according to a local-realistic theory. These parts exist in such a way
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that the state of the whole determines the state of the parts, and conversely the state
of the whole is fully determined by the state of the parts. Note that the latter is not
the case with standard quantum theory since entangled states cannot be recovered
from the state of their subsystems. This is the reason why the usual formalism
does not provide a local-realistic model of quantum theory.
4.3.1 Splitting and merging, intuitively
Given a composite systemAB, its noumenal stateNAB can be decomposed in two
states: A noumenal state NA, in the state space of A, and a noumenal state NB ,
in the state space of B. Informally, the states of the parts are determined by the
state of the whole. For this purpose, we shall introduce formally in Section 4.3.2
two projectors, πA and πB , which split a system in the following way:
NA = πA
(
NAB
)
and NB = πB
(
NAB
)
.
Furthermore, the two noumenal states NA and NB determine completely the
noumenal stateNAB . Informally, the state of the whole is determined by the state
of the parts. For this purpose, we shall introduce formally in Section 4.3.7 a join
product “⊙”, which merges the noumenal states of systems A and B as follows:
NAB = NA ⊙NB .
This is illustrated by the following diagram.
NAB
NA NB
NA ⊙NB = NAB
πA πB
Note that such a diagram would not be possible at the phenomenal level in
quantum theory, if we replaced N by ρ throughout, which is the main motivation
for our introduction of the noumenal world. Nevertheless, even though the phe-
nomenal state ρAB of joint systemAB cannot be determined from the phenomenal
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states ρA and ρB of systems A and B, it can be determined (as well as ρA and ρB)
from the noumenal states NA and NB of systems A and B, as illustrated by the
following diagram.
NA NB
NA ⊙NB = NAB
ρA ρB
ρAB
ϕ ϕ
ϕ
Let us now proceed formally.
4.3.2 Noumenal projectors
For all systemsA andB such that A is a subsystem ofB, we require the existence
of a function denoted πBA , which is called the noumenal projector from system B
onto system A. Projector πBA is a surjective function from the noumenal space of
system B to the noumenal space of system A. The intuitive reason for which we
require that πBA be surjective is that each state of systemAmust arise from at least
one state of any of its supersystems, such as B.
Furthermore, we require that if we have any noumenal state NC belonging to
a system C such that A is a subsystem ofB, which is itself a subsystem of C, then
the following relation must hold between projectors:(
πBA ◦ π
C
B
) (
NC
)
= πCA
(
NC
)
.
To say it more simply, if A ⊑ B ⊑ C, then
πBA ◦ π
C
B = π
C
A .
Since there will be no ambiguity, we shall omit the superscript and we shall
refer to πA as the noumenal projector onto systemA, regardless of the supersystem
from which we project. For example, the equation above becomes
πA ◦ πB = πA .
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This equation implies that projectors are idempotent 6, which is the usual def-
inition of projectors:
πA ◦ πA = πA .
Theorem 4.1. For any noumenal state NA of system A,
πA
(
NA
)
= NA .
Proof. Our surjectivity requirement on πAA imposes that there must exist a state
NAα in the noumenal space of system A such that πA
(
NAα
)
= NA. Therefore,
πA
(
NA
)
= πA ◦ πA
(
NAα
)
= πA
(
NAα
)
= NA .
Of course, this NAα is none other than the original N
A since πA
(
NAα
)
= NA by
definition of NAα , but also πA
(
NAα
)
= NAα by the theorem itself.
4.3.3 Phenomenal projector
Moving now from noumenal to phenomenal states, we wish to express the follow-
ing idea: If A is a subsystem of B, anything that can be observed from system
A is fully determined by what can be observed from system B. This leads to
the following requirement. For all systems A, we require the existence of a phe-
nomenal projector. These phenomenal projectors follow the same requirements as
noumenal projectors, as stated in Section 4.3.2, mutatis mutandis. As an abuse of
notation, we also denote the phenomenal projector onto system A by πA, since no
ambiguity will be possible with the corresponding noumenal projector πA.
4.3.4 Relation between noumenal and phenomenal projectors
We require that for all systems A and B such that A is a subsystem of B, and
all noumenal states NB of B, the noumenal and phenomenal projections onto the
system A are related by the following commutation equation:
πA
(
ϕ
(
NB
))
= ϕ
(
πA
(
NB
))
.
Note that the πA on the left is a phenomenal projector, while the πA on the right
is a noumenal projector. Note also that the ϕ(·) on the left is shorthand for ϕB(·),
whereas the ϕ(·) on the right is shorthand for ϕA(·).
6 By definition, x is idempotent when x · x = x.
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This relation between the noumenal and phenomenal projectors is best visual-
ized by the fact that the following diagram commutes.
NB NA
ρB ρA
ϕ
πA
ϕ
πA
This diagram illustrates the idea that what can be observed about system A is
determined by the noumenal state of system A, but it is also determined by what
can be observed in any larger system B ⊒ A since any observation of system A is
also an observation of system B.
The relation between noumenal and phenomenal projectors leads to the fol-
lowing natural definition for a family 7 of homomorphisms.
Definition 4.5 (Consistent family of noumenal-phenomenal homomorphisms).
Recall that S is the set of all systems. For all systems A, let φA be a noumenal-
phenomenal homomorphism for system A. We say that (φA)A∈S is a consistent
family of noumenal-phenomenal homomorphisms if, for all systemsA andB such
that A is a subsystem of B, and for all noumenal states NB of system B, the
following relation holds.
φA
(
πA
(
NB
))
= πA
(
φB
(
NB
))
Let us now consider a single function from noumenal to phenomenal states
of all systems. In order to deal with the possibility that the same noumenal
or phenomenal state could belong to different systems,8 this function takes two
7 The difference between family (φA)A∈S and the more familiar notation for what could be
set {φA}A∈S is that each family element φA retains its association with the corresponding index,
in this case system A. Formally, the notation for this family is shorthand for {(A, φA) : A ∈ S}.
Note that the more familiar notation is ambiguous as it is used interchangeably to mean either
a set or a family, which is why we prefer to write {φA : A ∈ S} for the former. For reasons of
consistency, we shall sometimes write the family index as a superscript rather than a subscript.
8Without loss of generality, we could have imposed the condition that the set of states of any
system A has to be disjoint from the set of states of any other system B, but that would not have
been natural when it comes to the phenomenal states of quantum mechanics, for instance in the
way that they are defined in Section 5.1.
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arguments: a system and a noumenal state of this system. For such a function to
be useful for our purposes, it has to satisfy two conditions, which are encapsulated
in the following definition.
Definition 4.6 (Universal noumenal-phenomenal epi/homomorphism). Let φ be a
function of two arguments. The first argument can be an arbitrary system A and
the second an arbitrary noumenal state of systemA. For each systemA, this func-
tion φ gives rise to a function φA : Noumenal-Space
A → Phenomenal-SpaceA
defined by φA(N
A) = φ(A,NA). We say that φ is a universal noumenal-phenom-
enal homomorphism if two conditions hold:
1. function φA is a noumenal-phenomenal homomorphism for all systems A;
and
2. the family (φA)A∈S of noumenal-phenomenal homomorphisms is consis-
tent, according to definition 4.5.
The same concept defines a universal noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism if we
replace “homomorphism” by “epimorphism” throughout.
If we are given a consistent family (φA)A∈S of noumenal-phenomenal homo-
morphisms, there is a natural way to build a single universal noumenal-phenomenal
homomorphism φ defined as
φ(A,NA)
def
= φA(N
A) .
Since there will be no ambiguity on the system under consideration, we shall
simply write φ
(
NA
)
instead of φ
(
A,NA
)
, or equivalently instead of φA(N
A).
Similarly, if we are given a consistent family (ϕA)A∈S of noumenal-phenomenal
epimorphisms, we can build a universal noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism ϕ.
Note that this is consistent with the notation ϕ introduced in Section 3.
In conclusion, our requirement that there be a noumenal-phenomenal epimor-
phism ϕA associated to each system A, and that the family of all these epimor-
phism (ϕA)A∈S be consistent, is equivalent to the requirement of the existence of
a single universal noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism ϕ.
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4.3.5 Abstract trace
Quantum mechanics often mentions tracing out other systems. More generally,
we can define an abstract trace from any projector. For all disjoint systems A and
B, for all noumenal states NAB and all phenomenal states ρAB , we define
trB
(
NAB
) def
= πA
(
NAB
)
and trB
(
ρAB
) def
= πA
(
ρAB
)
.
Again, while both traces are different functions, we denote them with the same
symbols since no ambiguity can arise.
Our choice of working with projectors rather than traces stems from the fact
that the notion of trace belongs to linear algebra only, whereas projectors are uni-
versal mathematical objects.
4.3.6 Compatibility
Recall that S denotes the system that represents the entire universe under consid-
eration. Therefore, any noumenal state NA belonging to system A can be repre-
sented as the projection of some noumenal state NS of the universe:
NA = πA
(
NS
)
sinceA ⊑ S by definition of S and by surjectivity of πA. The following definitions
formalize the notion that states are compatible if they can exist simultaneously in
the same universe.
Definition 4.7 (Compatible noumenal states). Consider two systems A and B.
Noumenal states NA and NB are compatible if there exists a noumenal state NS
of the universe such that NA = πA
(
NS
)
and NB = πB
(
NS
)
.
Definition 4.8 (Compatible family of states). Let I and J be possibly empty sets
of systems. Let NA be a noumenal state of system A for each A ∈ I and let ρA
be a phenomenal state of system A for each A ∈ J . We say that the ordered pair
of families
(
NA
)
A∈I
and
(
ρA
)
A∈J
, denoted
F =
((
NA
)
A∈I
,
(
ρA
)
A∈J
)
,
is a compatible family of states if there exists a noumenal stateNS of the universal
system such that NA = πA
(
NS
)
for each A ∈ I and ρA = πA
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
for each
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A ∈ J . Any such NS is called an underlying universal state for family F . Note
that NS must belong to
(
NA
)
A∈I
whenever S ∈ I.
As an abuse of notation, we say that
(
NA
)
A∈I
or
(
ρA
)
A∈J
are compatible
families of states should they be so, according to the above definition, if coupled
with the empty family on the appropriate side.
Definition 4.9 (Compatible states). Two states are compatible if they form together
a compatible family of states. These two states could be either two noumenal
states, two phenomenal states or one noumenal state and one phenomenal state.
This definition subsumes Definition 4.7 in the case of two noumenal states.
The following theorems illustrate consequences of the notion of compatibility.
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a subsystem of B. Noumenal states NA and NB are
compatible if and only if NA = πA
(
NB
)
.
Proof. We first prove⇒: Suppose NA and NB are compatible states. Let NS be
such that NA = πA
(
NS
)
and NB = πB
(
NS
)
.
πA
(
NB
)
= πA
(
πB
(
NS
))
= (πA ◦ πB)
(
NS
)
= πA
(
NS
)
= NA
Now we prove ⇐: Suppose NA = πA
(
NB
)
. By surjectivity of the noumenal
projector πB there exists N
S such that NB = πB
(
NS
)
.
NA = πA
(
NB
)
= πA
(
πB
(
NS
))
= (πA ◦ πB)
(
NS
)
= πA
(
NS
)
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a subsystem of B. Phenomenal states ρA and ρB are
compatible if and only if ρA = πA
(
ρB
)
.
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Proof. We first prove ⇒: Suppose ρA and ρB are compatible states. Let NS be
such that ρA = πA
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
and ρB = πB
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
.
πA
(
ρB
)
= πA
(
πB
(
ϕ
(
NS
)))
= (πA ◦ πB)
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
= πA
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
= ρA
Now we prove ⇐: Suppose ρA = πA
(
ρB
)
. By surjectivity of the phenomenal
projector πB and of the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism, there existsN
S such
that ρB = πB
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
.
ρA = πA
(
ρB
)
= πA
(
πB
(
ϕ
(
NS
)))
= (πA ◦ πB)
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
= πA
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
Theorem 4.4. Let A be a subsystem of B. Phenomenal state ρA and noumenal
state NB are compatible if and only if ρA = πA
(
ϕ
(
NB
))
.
Proof. This proof is similar to the two previous ones and is left to the reader.
Corollary 4.1. Phenomenal state ρA and noumenal state NA are compatible if
and only if ρA = ϕ
(
NA
)
.
Proof. Immediate since A ⊑ A and ρA = πA
(
ϕ
(
NA
))
= ϕ
(
NA
)
.
4.3.7 The join product
For all disjoint systems A and B, we require the existence of an operation, the
join product, denoted “⊙” 9, such that for all noumenal states NAB , the following
relation holds:
NA ⊙NB = NAB ,
9 Technically, we should write ⊙(A,B) to denote the fact that the join product depends on
systems A andB, but since there will be no confusion, as an abuse of notation, we shall not do so.
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where NA = πA
(
NAB
)
and NB = πB
(
NAB
)
. It follows that an arbitrary com-
posite state NAB can be represented by its decomposition NA ⊙ NB , which is
unique according to Theorem 4.6.
Note that the join product is only defined on compatible states. Therefore,
if noumenal states NA and NB are not both projections of some noumenal state
NAB , their join product is not defined. This implies thatNA⊙NB = NAB if and
only if NA, NB and NAB are compatible.
As we can see, compatible states are states on which the operations of join
product, noumenal and phenomenal projectors, and the noumenal-phenomenal
epimorphism are well-behaved.
Convention on compatibility. Hereinafter, we shall adopt the following con-
vention: states without indices, for example NA, ρB (rather than NAα , ρ
B
i ), are
always assumed to be compatible and to have an underlying universal state NS .
Thus, we shall always assume that NA = πA
(
NS
)
and ρA = πA
(
ϕ
(
NS
))
for all
systems A. In particular, the following propositions are implicitly assumed to be
true in the theorems below.
For all systems A,
ρA = ϕ
(
NA
)
.
For all systems A and B such that A ⊑ B,
ρA = πA
(
ρB
)
NA = πA
(
NB
)
.
For all disjoint systems A and B,
NA ⊙NB = NAB
πA
(
NAB
)
= NA
πA
(
ρAB
)
= ρA.
Theorem 4.5. πA
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= NA and πB
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= NB .
Proof. We prove only πA
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= NA; the other statement is similar.
πA
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= πA
(
NAB
)
= NA
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Theorem 4.6 (Unique Decomposition). Let A and B be disjoint systems.
NA1 ⊙N
B
1 = N
A
2 ⊙N
B
2 =⇒ N
A
1 = N
A
2 and N
B
1 = N
B
2
Proof. We proveNA1 = N
B
1 ; the other statement is similar
NA1
= πA
(
NA1 ⊙N
B
1
)
= πA
(
NA2 ⊙N
B
2
)
= NA2
Theorem 4.7 (Associativity of the join product). For any disjoint systems A, B
and C, (
NA ⊙NB
)
⊙NC = NA ⊙
(
NB ⊙NC
)
.
It follows that we can omit the parentheses and simply write NA ⊙NB ⊙NC .
Proof. (
NA ⊙NB
)
⊙NC
= NAB ⊙NC
= NABC
= NA ⊙NBC
= NA ⊙
(
NB ⊙NC
)
In the above, recall that NABC = N (AB)C = NA(BC).
Now, we generalize the join product to an arbitrary set J of mutually disjoint
systems provided X =
⊔
A∈J A is a system. If X is in noumenal state N
X
and NA = πA
(
NX
)
for each A ∈ J , then we require that the generalized join
product
⊙
, which is defined only on compatible families of states, satisfies⊙
A∈J
NA = NX .
It follows that an arbitrary stateNX of systemX can be represented by its unique
decomposition
⊙
A∈J
NA.
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Theorem 4.8. Consider a set J of disjoint systems such thatX =
⊔
A∈J A exists.
Let B be a subsystem of X that is not necessarily in the set.
πB
(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
= NB
Proof.
πB
(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
= πB
(
NX
)
= NB
Theorem 4.9 (Generalized unique decomposition). Let J be a set of mutually
disjoint systems.(⊙
A∈J
NA1 =
⊙
A∈J
NA2
)
=⇒
(
∀A ∈ J NA1 = N
A
2
)
Proof. Let A ∈ J
NA1
= πA
(⊙
A∈J
NA1
)
= πA
(⊙
A∈J
NA2
)
= NA2
4.4 Separate evolution and product of operations
Suppose we have two disjoint systems, A and B, respectively in compatible states
NA and NB . If we apply some operation U on system A and V on system B, the
new state of systems A and B will be U
(
NA
)
and V
(
NB
)
, respectively. Intui-
tively, we have performed some operation W on joint system AB, which maps
stateNA ⊙NB to U
(
NA
)
⊙V
(
NB
)
. However, for this to make sense, it must be
not only that U
(
NA
)
and V
(
NB
)
are compatible, but also that W itself belongs
to the set of operations on system AB. We now proceed to formalize this notion.
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For all disjoint systems A and B, U ∈ OperationsA and V ∈ OperationsB ,
we require the existence ofW ∈ OperationsAB such that for all compatible states
NA ∈ Noumenal-SpaceA and NB ∈ Noumenal-SpaceB ,
W
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= U
(
NA
)
⊙ V
(
NB
)
.
This requirement justifies the introduction of a direct product of operations, which
we denote “×” 10, such that for any operation U on system A, any operation V
on system B, and for any noumenal state NAB = NA ⊙NB , we define U × V as
the operation on system AB that satisfies(
U × V
) (
NA ⊙NB
)
= U
(
NA
)
⊙ V
(
NB
)
. (1)
Note that this equation defines U × V uniquely because we had required the
noumenal action to be faithful; see Definition 3.2. It follows that
πA
(
(U × V )
(
NAB
))
= U
(
NA
)
and πB
(
(U × V )
(
NAB
))
= V
(
NB
)
.
Thus, the new state of system B is simply V
(
NB
)
, as it should. Crucially, we see
that the operation U performed on (possibly far-away) system A has had abso-
lutely no effect on the noumenal state of system B.
This concept is illustrated by the following commuting diagram.
NAB (U × V )
(
NAB
)
NA U
(
NA
)
πA
U × V
πA
U
More generally, consider a set J of disjoint systems such that X =
⊔
A∈J A
exists and is in noumenal state NX =
⊙
A∈J N
A. Consider also an operation
10 Technically, we should denote this product of operations as ×(A,B) but we shall consider
the dependence in A and B to be implicit. Note also that in quantum mechanics we would use
“⊗”, called tensor product, but the usual quantum-mechanical construct is not a direct product
because U ⊗ V = U ′ ⊗ V ′ is possible when U 6= U ′ and V 6= V ′, unless we define equality of
unitary transformations up to phase, as we shall do in Section 5.1. Here, it is an abstract algebraic
construction that is defined by Eq (1), and indeed it is a direct product by construction.
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UA on each system A ∈ J . Eq (1) generalizes to the following requirement.(∏
A∈J
UA
)(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
=
⊙
A∈J
UA
(
NA
)
For any B ∈ J , this implies that
πB
((∏
A∈J
UA
)(⊙
A∈J
NA
))
= UB
(
NB
)
.
Again, the operations performed on all the systems from J other than B have no
effect on the noumenal state of system B.
4.4.1 Immediate consequences of the definition of product of operations
We now state and prove several properties of the product of operations. These
proofs hinge on the fact that if two operations act the same on all noumenal states,
then they are the same operation, again by faithfulness of the noumenal action.
Recall also that any state NAB can be represented as a product state NAB =
NA ⊙ NB and that the state NABC can be represented as a product NABC =
NA ⊙
(
NB ⊙NC
)
=
(
NA ⊙NB
)
⊙NC .
Theorem 4.10.
(U2 × V2) (U1 × V1) = (U2U1)× (V2V1)
Proof. Consider arbitrary compatible noumenal statesNA and NB for systems A
and B.
(U2 × V2) (U1 × V1)
(
NA ⊙NB
)
= (U2 × V2)
(
U1
(
NA
)
⊙ V1
(
NB
))
=U2
(
U1
(
NA
))
⊙
(
V2
(
V1
(
NB
)))
= (U2U1)
(
NA
)
⊙ (V2V1)
(
NB
)
= ((U2U1)× (V2V1))
(
NA ⊙NB
)
Theorem 4.11.
IA × IB = IAB
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Proof. Consider arbitrary compatible noumenal statesNA and NB for systems A
and B. (
IA × IB
) (
NA ⊙NB
)
=IA
(
NA
)
⊙ IA
(
NB
)
=NA ⊙NB
=IAB
(
NA ⊙NB
)
Theorem 4.12.
U × (V ×W ) = (U × V )×W
Proof. Consider an arbitrary noumenal state NABC for system ABC.
(U × (V ×W ))
(
NABC
)
=U
(
NA
)
⊙ (V ×W )
(
NBC
)
=U
(
NA
)
⊙
(
V
(
NB
)
⊙W
(
NC
))
=
(
U
(
NA
)
⊙ V
(
NB
))
⊙W
(
NC
)
= (U × V )
(
NAB
)
⊙W
(
NC
)
= ((U × V )×W )
(
NABC
)
Since both ⊙ and × are associative (Theorems 4.7 and 4.12), we can omit the
parentheses. For example,
(U × V ×W )
(
NA ⊙NB ⊙NC
)
= U
(
NA
)
⊙ V
(
NB
)
⊙W
(
NB
)
.
Theorem 4.13. ( ∏
A∈J
UA
)( ∏
A∈J
V A
)
=
∏
A∈J
(
UAV A
)
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Proof. Consider arbitrary compatible noumenal statesNA for each systemA ∈ J .(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)( ∏
A∈J
V A
))(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
=
( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(( ∏
A∈J
V A
)(⊙
A∈J
NA
))
=
( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(⊙
A∈J
V A
(
NA
))
=
⊙
A∈J
UA
(
V A
(
NA
))
=
⊙
A∈J
(
UAV A
) (
NA
)
=
∏
A∈J
(
UAV A
)(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
Theorem 4.14. Consider a set J of disjoint systems such that X =
⊔
A∈J A
exists. We have ∏
A∈J
IA = IX .
Proof. Consider arbitrary compatible noumenal statesNA for each systemA ∈ J .
∏
A∈J
IA
(⊙
A
NA
)
=
⊙
A∈J
IA
(
NA
)
=
⊙
A∈J
NA
=IX
(⊙
A∈J
NA
)
The following two theorems hold provided the operations form a group.
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Theorem 4.15. LetA andB be disjoint systems. For any operationU on systemA
and V on system B,
(U × V )−1 = U−1 × V −1 .
Proof.
(U × V )
(
U−1 × V −1
)
(
UU−1
)
×
(
V V −1
)
(
IA × IB
)
= IAB
Theorem 4.16. Consider a set J of disjoint systems such that X =
⊔
A∈J A
exists. We have (∏
A∈J
UA
)−1
=
∏
A∈J
(
UA
)−1
.
Proof. ∏
A∈J
UA
∏
A∈J
(
UA
)−1
=
∏
A∈J
(
UA
(
UA
)−1)
=
∏
A∈J
IA
=IX
Note for the expert: Our definition gives a direct product in the usual algebraic
sense; see footnote (10) again. Had we not required the action to be faithful, we
could have had various pathologies. For instance, it could have happened that
even though both IAB and IA×IB do nothing on any noumenal states, IA×IB is
not the neutral element of the monoid, only an element of the kernel of the action,
contradicting Theorem 4.11.
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4.5 No-signalling principle
One important, albeit obvious, consequence of a theory being local-realistic is
that it is not possible to send a signal from one system to another if there is no
interaction between the two.
Intuitively, no operation performed on some system A can have an instan-
taneous effect of any kind on a remote system B. It follows that no operation
performed on systemA can have an instantaneous observable effect on system B.
More precisely, when we perform an operation U on system A and an operation
V on system B, operation V has only affected the noumenal state of system B,
without any influence on the noumenal state of system A. It follows that the
phenomenal state of system A, which is a function of its noumenal state, is also
unchanged. This is formalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.17 (No-Signalling Principle). Let ρAB be a phenomenal state of sys-
tem AB. For all operations U on system A and V on system B,
πA
(
(U × V )
(
ρAB
))
= U
(
ρA
)
.
We call the equation above the no-signalling principle because it means that no
operation V applied on system B can have a phenomenal (i.e. observable) effect
on a remote system A.
Proof. Let NAB be any noumenal state such that ρAB = ϕ
(
NAB
)
. Its existence
is guaranteed from the fact that ϕ is surjective.
πA
(
(U × V )
(
ρAB
))
= πA
((
U × V
)(
ϕ
(
NAB
)))
= πA
(
ϕ
(
(U × V )
(
NAB
) ))
= ϕ
(
πA
(
(U × V )
(
NAB
) ))
= ϕ
(
U
(
NA
))
= U
(
ϕ
(
NA
))
= U
(
ρA
)
In a local-realistic structure, no-signalling is a theorem, not a postulate! Any
theory that is local-realistic is automatically no-signalling. We shall later explore
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the converse question, whether given a no-signalling theory, it is possible to con-
struct a local-realistic theory that gives rise to the same phenomenal observations.
Thus, a theory is no-signalling if the following diagram commutes.
ρAB (U × V )
(
ρAB
)
ρA U
(
ρA
)
πA
U × V
πA
U
The no-signalling principle can be extended to arbitrary products of opera-
tions.
Theorem 4.18. Consider a set J of disjoint systems such that X =
⊔
A∈J A
exists, and an operation UA on each system A ∈ J . For any B ∈ J , we have
πB
(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(
ρX
))
= UB
(
πB
(
ρX
))
.
Proof. LetNX be any noumenal state such that ρX = ϕ
(
NX
)
. It suffices to apply
the commuting relations.
πB
(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(
ρX
))
= πB
(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(
ϕ
(
NX
)))
= πB
(
ϕ
(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(
NX
)))
= ϕ
(
πB
(( ∏
A∈J
UA
)(
NX
)))
= ϕ
(
UB
(
NB
))
= UB
(
ϕ
(
NB
))
= UB
(
ρB
)
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Our statement of the no-signalling principle in Theorem 4.17 is a generaliza-
tion of the usual notion, which is typically formulated in terms of the probability
distribution of observation outcomes (which would be called measurements in
quantum theory) made in two of more remote locations. In the simplest bipar-
tite instance, consider two observers Alice and Bob, who share some system AB.
They dispose of sets of operations {Ui : i ∈ I} that Alice can apply on A and
{Vj : j ∈ J} that Bob can apply onB. These operations may include observations
that can produce outcomes x and y, respectively. Denote by Prob[Ui → x] the
probability that operation Ui applied by Alice on system A produces outcome x.
Similarly, Prob[Ui → x, Vj → y] is the joint probability that Alice observes x
and Bob observes y if they perform operations Ui and Vj on systems A and B,
respectively.
Assume now that Alice and Bob are sufficiently far apart that their systems can
be considered disjoint and non-interacting in the sense of Section 4.1 (possibly
because they are spacelike separated). The usual no-signalling principle [23] says
that, for any i ∈ I and any possible outcome x when operation Ui is performed by
Alice on system A, Prob[Ui → x] can be well-defined as
Prob[Ui → x] =
∑
y
Prob[Ui → x, Vj → y] ,
regardless of the choice of j that Bob may make. In other words, the observable
outcome at Alice’s of performing some operation Ui on systemAmust not depend
on which operation Vj is performed by Bob on remote system B, including no
operation at all.11 It follows that Bob cannot signal information to Alice by a
clever choice of which operation to apply (or not) to his system.
4.6 Dropping the surjectivity requirement
The surjectivity requirement of the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism will be a
hindrance later, when we shall build a local-realistic theory from any no-signalling
theory. For this reason, it is sometimes convenient to relax this requirement.
In this subsection, we show that this can be done under the conditions established
below, according to which a family of not necessarily surjective universal homo-
morphisms can be collected into a single universal epimorphism that respects all
the conditions set above.
11 Formally, we need the identity operation to be among Bob’s choices for “including no opera-
tion at all” to hold.
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Consider again a lattice of systems (S,⊔,⊓, · , S, ∅). Associated to each sys-
tem A, we still have a noumenal state space Noumenal-SpaceA, a phenomenal
state space Phenomenal-SpaceA, a set of operations OperationsA, as well as
noumenal and phenomenal projectors, both denoted πA; and associated to each
disjoint pair of systems A and B, we still have a join product ⊙(A,B) and a
product of operations ×(A,B), the latter two simply denoted ⊙ and × for conve-
nience. However, instead of having a single universal noumenal-phenomenal epi-
morphism, we have a family of universal noumenal-phenomenal homomorphisms
(φi)i∈I for some index set I . Suppose also that for each phenomenal state ρ
S of the
universal system, there exists at least one noumenal-phenomenal homomorphism
φi and a noumenal state N
S of the universal system such that ρS = φi
(
NS
)
.
Now, we proceed to build a local-realistic model, composed of the same lattice
of systems, the same phenomenal space, the same operations and phenomenal ac-
tions of the operations on the phenomenal space and the same phenomenal projec-
tors. However, in order to obtain the desired noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism,
we shall need to define a new noumenal state space, and therefore new noumenal
states, noumenal projectors denoted π′, join product denoted ⊙′, and actions on
noumenal states.

New-Noumenal-Space
A def=
{(
NA, i
)
: NA ∈ Noumenal-SpaceA, i ∈ I
}
π′A
(
NB, i
) def
=
(
πA
(
NB
)
, i
)
(
NA, i
)
⊙′
(
NB , i
) def
=
(
NA ⊙NB, i
)
U
(
NA, i
) def
=
(
U
(
NA
)
, i
)
As before, the new join product ⊙′ is only defined on compatible states. In other
words,
(
NA, i
)
⊙′
(
NB, j
)
is defined under condition that i = j and thatNA ⊙NB
is already defined according to the original join product ⊙. The new universal
noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism ϕ′ is defined as follows:
ϕ′
(
NA, i
) def
= φi
(
NA
)
.
It is easy to verify that the new noumenal space, join products, actions and
universal noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism give rise to a local-realistic model.
Let us prove for example that the new join product behaves properly, according to
how it was defined at the beginning of Section 4.3.7. The other requirements for
a local-realistic structure are proved similarly.
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Theorem 4.19.
π′A
(
NAB, i
)
⊙′ π′B
(
NAB, i
)
=
(
NAB, i
)
Proof.
π′A
(
NAB, i
)
⊙′ π′B
(
NAB, i
)
=
(
πA
(
NAB
)
, i
)
⊙′
(
πB
(
NAB
)
, i
)
=
(
πA
(
NAB
)
⊙ πB
(
NAB
)
, i
)
=
(
NAB, i
)
We now show that the new universal noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism ϕ′
is surjective, which was the purpose of the entire exercise. For this, it suffices to
show that ϕ′A, the restriction of ϕ
′ to system A, is surjective for each system A.
Theorem 4.20. Consider an arbitrary system A and some phenomenal state ρA in
Phenomenal-SpaceA. There exists (NA, i) in New-Noumenal-SpaceA such
that ϕ′A
(
NA, i
)
= ρA.
Proof. Let ρS be so that πA
(
ρS
)
= ρA. Let NS and i be so that ρS = φi
(
NS
)
.
ϕ′A
(
πA
(
NS
)
, i
)
= φi
(
πA
(
NS
))
= πA
(
φi
(
NS
))
= πA
(
ρS
)
= ρA
It follows that the requirement that the universal noumenal-phenomenal homo-
morphism be surjective (hence an epimorphism) can be dropped, provided we
have a family of universal homomorphisms that has the property defined above.
5 No-signalling operational theories
Until now, we have described a framework for local-realistic theories. Let us now
consider theories for which there is a phenomenal world, but no explicit noume-
nal world, or perhaps even no noumenal world at all. Such theories, which deal
with the observable, are called operational. More specifically, we are interested in
no-signalling operational theories, in which no operation performed on a system
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A has any observable effect on a disjoint system B. In case there is a noumenal
world, however, an operation performed on system A is allowed to have have an
instantaneous action on the noumenal state of remote system B, provided that ac-
tion has no effect on its phenomenal state, hence it does not lead to any observable
consequences.
The key difference between a no-signalling operational theory and a local-
realistic theory is the required existence of a join product in the latter, which al-
lows us to describe the state of a composite system as a function purely of its
subsystems, whereas there is no such requirement in the former. Furthermore,
there is no requirement of an underlying reality in an operational theory: it does
not have to be the shadow of some unspecified noumenal world.
The central purpose of this paper is to establish a link between no-signalling
operational theories and local-realistic theories. We have already seen that all
local-realistic theories are no-signalling (Theorem 4.17), but could this statement
be reversed? Could it be that all no-signalling operational theories are local-
realistic? The answer depends of what we mean exactly by this statement. Obvi-
ously, any operational theory, whether or not it is no-signalling, can be given a
non-local interpretation (more on this in Section 7). The interesting question is
whether, given a no-signalling operational theory, we can construct a correspond-
ing local-realistic theory that makes the same operational predictions. We shall
prove the affirmative for a wide class of no-signalling theories, including unitary
quantum theory. But first, we introduce the explicit requirements that define a
structure of no-signalling operational theory.
Definition 5.1 (No-signalling operational theory). A no-signalling operational
theory is composed of a lattice of systems (S,⊔,⊓, · , S, ∅) such that, associated
to each system within the lattice, there is
1. a phenomenal state space;
2. a set of operations;
3. a faithful operation action of the operations on the phenomenal state space;
4. and a phenomenal projector onto the system.
In addition, to each disjoint pair of systems, there is
5. a product of operations.
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The first four of these mathematical objects are defined exactly as in the case
of local realistic theories (Section 4). The product of operations, which is very
different, is formally defined below.
The faithfulness of the phenomenal action is not fundamental because any
phenomenal action can be made faithful by replacing operations by equivalence
classes of operations, in effect equating any two operations that act identically
on all possible phenomenal states, as we shall do for instance in the specific case
of quantum theory in Section 5.1. However, it is algebraically very useful and
natural to impose phenomenal faithfulness from the outset. The reason why we
had not required fidelity of the phenomenal action after Definition 3.2 is that such
faithfulness could be incompatible with the underlying noumenal world, even if
the latter exhibits a faithful action. But here, only the phenomenal world is given
and we are free to build our own noumenal world to explain it. This gives us
latitude to make the phenomenal action faithful if needed, before we proceed to
building the noumenal world, whose action will then be automatically faithful by
virtue of Theorem 3.1.
A no-signalling operational theory differs from a local-realistic theory in the
fact that it does not come with a noumenal state space. Therefore, there is no
noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism, noumenal projectors, nor join product of
noumenal states. The latter is the essential missing ingredient in a local-realistic
operational theory: there is no phenomenal counterpart for the noumenal join
product, which was as the heart of local-realistic theories. Given phenomenal
states ρA and ρB in disjoint systems A and B, it is generally not be possi-
ble to determine a unique phenomenal state ρAB such that ρA = πA
(
ρAB
)
and
ρB = πB
(
ρAB
)
. In operational quantum theory, as we shall see in Section 5.1,
the usual density matrices play the role of phenomenal states, and indeed it is
generally not possible to recover ρAB from ρA and ρB when systems A and B
are entangled. This is why it is usually, albeit wrongly, asserted that quantum
mechanics is a nonlocal theory since, at the phenomenal level, the state of the
whole is not determined by the state of its parts.
Product of operations. In local-realistic theories, the product of operations was
completely determined at the noumenal level by Eq (1) in Section 4.4, which
depended crucially on the existence of the join product, a notion that does not
exist at the phenomenal level. Nevertheless, this induced a phenomenal mean-
ing to the product of operations through the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism.
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In sharp contrast, the product of operations is a primitive notion in no-signalling
operational theories, which we now proceed to characterize. For all disjoint sys-
tems A and B, we require the existence of a function denoted “× ” 12, the product
of operations. Given operations U and V on systems A and B, we denote by
U × V an operation on system AB that satisfies the following conditions.
1. No-signalling principle. Given any operations U and V on disjoint sys-
tems A and B, respectively, and given any phenomenal state ρAB of joint
system AB, we require that
πA
(
(U × V )
(
ρAB
))
= U
(
πA
(
ρAB
))
.
2. Associativity. Given any operations U , V and W on mutually disjoint sys-
tems, we require that
U × (V ×W ) = (U × V )×W .
Since there is no ambiguity, we shall omit the parentheses and simply write
U × V ×W .
3. Given any operations U1, U2 on system A and V1, V2 on disjoint system B,
(U2 × V2) (U1 × V1) = U2U1 × V2V1 .
This means that if we first do jointly operation U1 on A and V1 on B, and
then we do jointly operation U2 on A and V2 on B, then this is equivalent to
having done jointly the operation that consists of doing U1 followed by U2
on A and the operation that consists of doing V1 followed by V2 on B.
4. Given any two disjoint systems A and B,
IA × IB = IAB .
This means that if we do nothing on system A and nothing on system B,
then we have done nothing on joint system AB.
12 Technically, we should denote this product of operations as ×(A,B) but once again we shall
consider the dependence in A and B to be implicit.
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5. The last requirement is more technical, but nevertheless necessary. Consider
three mutually disjoint systems A, B and C, and operations UBC and V AC
on joint systemsBC andAC, respectively, such that IA×UBC = IB×V AC ,
then there exists an operationWC acting on system C alone such that
IA × UBC = IB × V AC = IAB ×WC .
Intuitively, this says that if nothing is done to system A and nothing to
system B, then nothing is done to system AB.
The first four of the above requirements did not have to be imposed on the
product of operations when we considered local-realistic structures in Sections 4.4
and 4.5 because they were consequences of the join product and of Eq (1). Specif-
ically, these four requirements correspond to Theorems 4.17, 4.12, 4.10 and 4.11,
respectively. Note that provided the disjoint systems on which operations act
is explicitly specified, the product of operation is commutative in the sense that
UA×V B is the same as V B×UA. This is necessary in particular for condition (5)
above to make sense.
5.1 Unitary quantum theory is a no-signalling operational theory
Finite dimensional unitary quantum theory is a model of a no-signalling opera-
tional theory. To see this, wemust define the various components of a no-signalling
operational theory, as specified in Definition 5.1, in terms of quantum mechanics.
The obvious approach outlined below does not quite work but it helps in order to
gain intuition.
1. The phenomenal state of a quantum system is its density matrix.
2. The operations acting on those states are unitary transformation of the appro-
priate dimension.
3. Operation U acts on noumenal state ρ by producing UρU †.
4. The phenomenal projector πA on system A is the usual tracing out of the
rest of the universe (see Section 4.3.5).
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5. The product of operations is the usual tensor product of unitary transforma-
tions. Note that it is elementary to verify that the first four requirements for
the product of operations are satisfied. The fifth is slightly technical and is
left as an exercise to the reader.
The only problem is that this operation action is not faithful. Indeed, con-
sider any unitary operation U and complex number η of unit norm, then if we
define V = ηU , it is well-known that UρU † = V ρ V † for any density matrix ρ
of matching dimension, even though algebraically speaking, U 6= V whenever
η 6= 1. In order to make the operation action faithful, we need to equate those two
operations, and more generally to equate any two operations that differ only by
a multiplicative complex constant factor of unit norm, known in usual quantum
theory as an irrelevant phase factor. The clean mathematical way to do this is to
define equivalence relation ∼ by U ∼ V if and only if V = ηU for some com-
plex number η of unit norm. Then, the operations in the operational theory are no
longer unitary transformations but equivalence classes of unitary transformations,
where class [U ] is defined as {ηU : η ∈ C and |η| = 1} and operation [U ] acts on
noumenal state ρ by producing UρU †. This is well defined because if [U ] = [V ]
then UρU † = V ρ V † by definition of the equivalence classes. We also leave as
an exercise to the reader to show that whenever [U ] 6= [V ], there exists a density
matrix ρ such that UρU † 6= V ρ V †, and therefore our new phenomenal action is
indeed faithful. Finally, instead of taking the tensor product on unitary operations,
we must take it on classes of operations. Consequently, we define the product of
operation × by: [U ]× [V ]
def
= [U ⊗ V ]. This product is well defined and has the
required properties.
6 From no-signalling to local realism
As stated at the beginning of Section 5, our main objective is to give a local-
realistic interpretation to the broadest possible class of no-signalling operational
theories, including unitary quantum theory. For this purpose, we need to start
from the description of a no-signalling operational theory and construct a local-
realistic model that gives rise to the same phenomenal behaviour. Specifically, we
are given a phenomenal state space, a set of operations, an operation action of the
operations on the phenomenal state space, a phenomenal projector, and a product
of operations that respects the no-signalling principle. Our aim is to construct a
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noumenal state space, a faithful operation action of the operations on the noume-
nal state space, a noumenal projector, a noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism ϕ
from our noumenal state space onto the imposed phenomenal state space, and a
join product. Note that we must keep the original set of operations, from which
we must define our action on the noumenal state space.
We need our construction to recover the original operational theory in the
sense that the product of operations induced by our join product by virtue of
Eq (1) in Section 4.4 must be precisely the product of operations that was pre-
scribed in the given no-signalling operational theory. This is Theorem 6.9 below.
(Recall that the product of operations is defined on the set of operations regardless
of whether the operations act on the noumenal or phenomenal states.) We must
also make sure that ϕ be indeed an epimorphism: it must be surjective and for all
operations U and all noumenal states N on which U can act, we must have
ϕ(U(N)) = U(ϕ(N)) .
Additionally, the family of noumenal-phenomenal epimorphisms must be con-
sistent according to Definition 4.5: for all systems A and B such that A is a
subsystem of B and all noumenal states NB , we must have
πA
(
ϕ
(
NB
))
= ϕ
(
πA
(
NB
))
.
Our main result is that we can achieve this goal, but with a caveat. We need
to require that all operations be reversible: the set of operations must be a group.
It might be possible to achieve the same goal without a group structure, which
is the subject of current research, but this would most likely come at the cost of
significant loss in mathematical elegance. We now proceed with our construction
of a local-realistic world for any reversible no-signalling operational theory.
Let us be given an operational no-signalling model, which consists of a lattice
of systems (S,⊔,⊓, ·, S, ∅) so that, associated to each system, the operations are
reversible. Recall that for any system A, the set of operations that acts on A is
denoted OperationsA. Recall also that the universal system is denoted S, so that
A ⊑ S for any system A ∈ S.
Definition 6.1 (Fundamental equivalence relation). For each system A, we define
equivalence relation “∼A ” on Operations
S
as follows.
W ∼A W
′ def⇐⇒ ∃V ∈ OperationsA such thatW =
(
IA × V
)
W ′
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Intuitively, W ∼A W
′ for operations W and W ′ that act on the universal
system when their action on system A is phenomenally indistinguishable.
Theorem 6.1. ∼A is an equivalence relation on Operations
S
.
The proof of this theorem, albeit easy, is crucial as it illustrates precisely where
each requirement of the product of operation is used. In particular, the proof that
this relation is symmetric is one of only two places in which we need to assume
that the set of operations forms a group, the other being to prove that the join
product is well-defined in Theorem 6.8 below.
Proof. We need to show that ∼A is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
∼A is reflexive: For allW in Operations
S
,
W = IS W
=
(
IA × IA
)
W .
ThusW ∼A W .
∼A is symmetric: SupposeW ∼A W
′. By definition, there exists V ∈ OperationsA
such that: W =
(
IA × V
)
W ′. Therefore,
W ′ = ISW ′
=
(
IA × IA
)
W ′
=
(
IAIA × V −1V
)
W ′
=
(
IA × V −1
) (
IA × V
)
W ′
=
(
IA × V −1
)
W .
SinceW ′ =
(
IA × V −1
)
W and V −1 ∈ OperationsA, we haveW ′ ∼A W .
∼A is transitive: Suppose that W ∼A W
′ and W ′ ∼A W
′′. By definition, there
exist V, V ′ ∈ OperationsA such thatW =
(
IA × V
)
W ′ andW ′ =
(
IA × V ′
)
W ′′.
Therefore,
W =
(
IA × V
)
W ′
=
(
IA × V
) (
IA × V ′
)
W ′′
=
(
IA × V V ′
)
W ′′ .
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SinceW =
(
IA × V V ′
)
W ′′ and V V ′ ∈ OperationsA, we haveW ∼A W
′′.
From any equivalence relation, we can define a corresponding equivalence
class. For any W ∈ OperationsS, we define the class of W with respect to A
to be
[W ]A
def
=
{
W ′ ∈ OperationsS : W ′ ∼A W
}
.
Noumenal states. Let A be a system. The noumenal space for system A is
defined as
Noumenal-SpaceA
def
=
{
[W ]A : W ∈ OperationsS
}
.
Noumenal projectors. Let A be a subsystem of B. The noumenal projector of
a noumenal state [W ]B onto system A is defined by
πA
(
[W ]B
)
def
= [W ]A .
For such a definition to make sense, we need to verify that it does not depend
on the choice of representative for the equivalence class. The following theorem
proves that our noumenal projectors are well defined.
Theorem 6.2. Let A be a subsystem of B. For any W,W ′ ∈ OperationsS , we
haveW ′ ∼B W =⇒ W
′ ∼A W .
Proof. By definition of ∼B , there exists a V ∈ Operations
B
such that
W ′ =
(
IB × V
)
W
=
(
IA ×
(
IB⊓A × V
))
W .
Furthermore, our noumenal projectors verify the other requirements.
Theorem 6.3. IfA is a subsystem ofB, then [W ]A is the projection of a noumenal
state of the system B, namely [W ]B.
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Proof. This follows directly from the definition of πA.
Theorem 6.4. If A is a subsystem of B and B is subsystem of C, we have
πA
(
[W ]C
)
=(πA ◦ πB)
(
[W ]C
)
.
Proof.
πA
(
[W ]C
)
= [W ]A
= πA
(
[W ]B
)
= πA
(
πB[W ]
C
)
= (πA ◦ πB)
(
[W ]C
)
Noumenal action. Let A be a system, and let U be an operation that acts on
system A. We define the noumenal action of operation U on system A by
U
(
[W ]A
)
def
=
[(
U × IA
)
W
]A
.
Again, for such a definition to make sense, we need to verify that it does not
depend on the choice of representative for the equivalence class. The following
theorem proves that our noumenal actions are well defined.
Theorem 6.5. For any system A, operation U acting on A, and for anyW,W ′ ∈
OperationsS , we haveW ′ ∼A W =⇒
(
U × IA
)
W ′ ∼A
(
U × IA
)
W .
Proof. By definition of∼A, there exists a V ∈ Operations
A
such thatW ′ =
(
IA × V
)
W .
Therefore, (
U × IA
)
W ′
=
(
U × IA
) (
IA × V
)
W
= (U × V )W
=
(
IA × V
) (
U × IA
)
W .
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It remains to prove that this defines a proper operation action at the noumenal
level. This is the purpose of the following two theorems.
Theorem 6.6. For all operation U and V on system A
(V U)
(
[W ]A
)
= V
(
U
(
[W ]A
))
Proof.
(V U)
(
[W ]A
)
=
[(
(V U)× IA
)
W
]A
=
[(
V × IA
)(
U × IA
)
W
]A
= V
([(
U × IA
)
W
]A)
= V
(
U
(
[W ]A
))
Theorem 6.7.
IA
(
[W ]A
)
= [W ]A
Proof.
IA
(
[W ]A
)
=
[(
IA × IA
)
W
]A
=
[
IS W
]A
= [W ]A
Noumenal join product. We are now ready to define the join product in our
local-realistic model.
Definition 6.2 (Join product). Let [W ]A and [W ]B be noumenal states for disjoint
systems A and B. Their join product is defined as follows.
[W ]A ⊙ [W ]B
def
= [W ]AB .
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Once again, for such a definition to make sense, we need to verify that it
does not depend on the choice of representatives for the equivalence classes. The
following theorem proves that this is the case.
Theorem 6.8. For any operationW,W ′ ∈ OperationsS , ifW ∼A W
′ andW ∼B W
′,
thenW ∼AB W
′.
Proof. Let W ′ be such that W ∼A W
′ and W ∼B W
′, and let C = AB.
This means that there exist V BC and V AC such that W =
(
IA × V BC
)
W ′
and W =
(
IB × V AC
)
W ′. Multiplying by the inverse of W ′, it follows that
IA × V BC = IB × V AC . The fifth requirement that defines the phenomenal
product of operations imposes the existence of an operation V C such that
W =
(
IA × IB × V C
)
W ′. Hence we have W =
(
IAB × V C
)
W ′, and therefore
W ∼AB W
′.
Finally, we prove that our join product is compatible with the prescribed prod-
uct of operations in the sense that Eq (1) from Section 4.4 is satisfied. This is
Theorem 6.9 below, but first we need to prove that noumenal states evolve locally,
in the sense that the evolution of a noumenal state does not depend on how the
rest of the universe evolves.
Lemma 6.1. For any system A, operation U acting on A, operation V acting on
A, and operationW acting on S,
U
(
[W ]A
)
= [(U × V )W ]A .
Proof.
U
(
[W ]A
)
= U
([(
IA × V
)
W
]A)
=
[(
U × IA
) (
IA × V
)
W
]A
= [(U × V )W ]A
Theorem 6.9. Let [W ]A and [W ]B be noumenal states for disjoint systems A
and B, and let U and V be operations that can act on these systems, respectively.
(U × V )
(
[W ]A ⊙ [W ]B
)
= U
(
[W ]A
)
⊙ V
(
[W ]B
)
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Proof.
(U × V )
(
[W ]A ⊙ [W ]B
)
= (U × V )
(
[W ]AB
)
=
[(
U × V × IAB
)
W
]AB
=
[(
U × V × IAB
)
W
]A
⊙
[(
U × V × IAB
)
W
]B
= U
(
[W ]A
)
⊙ V
(
[W ]B
)
The noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism. Instead of a noumenal-phenomenal
epimorphism, we shall construct a family of universal noumenal-phenomenal homo-
morphisms, which is sufficient according to the technique developed in Section 4.6.
For each phenomenal state ρ ∈ Phenomenal-SpaceS of the global system, we
define a universal homomorphism φρ as follows:
φρ
(
[W ]A
)
def
= πA(W (ρ))
for any system A and noumenal state [W ]A.
The following theorem proves that this definition does not depend on the
choice of representative for equivalence class [W ]A.
Theorem 6.10. W ′ ∼A W =⇒ πA(W
′(ρ)) = πA(W (ρ)).
Proof. By definition of∼A, let V ∈ Operations
A
be such thatW ′ =
(
IA × V
)
W .
πA(W
′(ρ))
= πA
(((
IA × V
)
(W )
)
(ρ)
)
= IA(πA(W (ρ))) Here we use the no-signalling principle
= πA(W (ρ))
Theorem 6.11. For each ρ ∈ Phenomenal-SpaceS , function φρ is a homomor-
phism:
U
(
φρ
(
[W ]A
))
= φρ
(
U
(
[W ]A
))
and πA
(
φρ
(
[W ]B
))
= φρ
(
πA
(
[W ]B
))
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for any systems A and B such that A ⊑ B, noumenal state [W ]A and operation
U ∈ OperationsA.
Proof.
U
(
φρ
(
[W ]A
))
= U(πA(W (ρ)))
= πA
((
U × IA
)
(W (ρ))
)
= πA
(((
U × IA
)
W
)
(ρ)
)
= φρ
([(
U × IA
)
W
]A)
= φρ
(
U
(
[W ]A
))
and
πA
(
φρ
(
[W ]B
))
= πA(πB (W (ρ)))
= (πA ◦ πB) (W (ρ))
= πA(W (ρ))
= φρ
(
[W ]A
)
= φρ
(
πA
(
[W ]B
))
To apply the technique of Section 4.6, it remains to verify that for each
phenomenal state ρ of the universal system, there exists at least one noumenal-
phenomenal homomorphism φi and a noumenal state N of the universal system
such that ρ = φi(N). This is achieved by the following theorem, with the appro-
priate choice of N and i.
Theorem 6.12. Consider any phenomenal state ρ of the universal system.
ρ = φρ
(
[I]S
)
Proof.
φρ
(
[I]S
)
= πS(I(ρ)) = πS(ρ) = ρ
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All the conditions required in Section 4.6 being satisfied, the existence of the
required noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism is established, which concludes our
construction of a local-realistic noumenal world that corresponds to any reversible
no-signalling operational theory.
7 Conclusions and open problems
The question of whether or not quantum theory has a local-realistic interpreta-
tion should not be answered merely by providing a local-realistic formalism for it.
Indeed, such an answer, while mathematically valid, does not answer the deeper
question: “But why does quantum theory have a local-realistic interpretation?”.
A metaphysical question deserves an answer based on metaphysical principles
rather than by the power of mathematics alone. So, why does quantum theory
have a local-realistic interpretation? Our answer is that deep down, it stems from
the fact that it is a theory that follows the no-signalling principle.
It is obvious that any local-realistic theory can be given a non-local interpreta-
tion, simply by adding extraneous noumenal invisible entities that “talk” to each
other instantaneously across space just for the fun of it, without having any phe-
nomenal effect whatsoever. As pointed out to us by David Deutsch [10], it is not
meaningful to claim that a theory is nonlocal simply because it has some nonlocal
interpretation. Otherwise, all theories would be nonlocal! It follows that we may
reasonably claim that any physical theory that can be given a local-realistic inter-
pretation is in fact a local theory. To be truly considered nonlocal, a theory must
have no possible local interpretation. We illustrate this concept with the noncon-
troversial fact that any graph that can be drawn without crossing edges is a planar
graph regardless of how it’s presented at first, and that in order to be declared
nonplanar, a graph must be so that it cannot be drawn without crossing edges
on a plane. Seen this way, our main theorem is that all no-signalling operational
theories with a reversible dynamics, including finite-dimensional unitary quantum
mechanics, are local-realistic, not merely that they can be given a local-realistic
interpretation.
It is not possible to prove formally that we have captured correctly the intuitive
notions of local realism and no-signalling theories. This would be like attempting
to prove the Church-Turing thesis! One cardinal reason for this impossibility is
that any attempt to bridge the intuitive with the formal necessarily carries aspects
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that are intuitive and informal. The informal parts were written in English, and
therefore are prone to the ambiguity of all natural languages. The parts that ap-
peal to the intuition contain considerations that perhaps cannot even be put into
words. To establish our thesis, we sought a collections of requirements, which
would be called axioms in the context of mathematical theories. From our perspec-
tive, each of them appeared necessary to describe the notions of local realism and
no-signalling theories. Each requirement was chosen for its intuitiveness, whose
clear meaning is easily apprehended from its description using simple words in
a natural language. We also strived to have requirements that are mathematically
natural. For example, we chose to impose the faithfulness of noumenal actions to
simplify subsequent mathematics, as explained in Section 3. The success of our
enterprise is conditioned not only on whether or not we have captured the intuitive
notions correctly, but also on whether or not the mathematical structure we have
developed reveals how and why our world is local realistic after all.
There are other topics, which we consider important, yet have not been
addressed in this article because they belong to companion papers. Specifi-
cally, why are local-hidden variable theories not general enough to cover all
local-realistic theories? Why can a theory violate a Bell inequality and still be
local-realistic? How should we address the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox?
We answer these questions through the construction of a local-realistic Popescu-
Rohrlich box in Ref. [5]. Why is the existence of a larger and richer noumenal
world inevitable in a local quantum theory? How can we reconcile locality with
Bell measurements? Or a teleportation experiment? We answer these questions in
Ref. [6], which also provides a more concrete local-realistic model for quantum
theory, built on linear algebra notions.
7.1 Further work
Our main result depended on one hypothesis that is conceptually essential neither
to describe a local-realist nor a no-signalling theory, namely the assumption of a
reversible dynamics. Can this requirement be lifted? In other words, do all no-
signalling theories still have an underlying local-realistic interpretation without
this extraneous assumption? And even more importantly, can such a construc-
tion be achieved without the sacrifice of elegance? Will such a proof give rise to
the same local-realistic model whenever a reversible dynamics is assumed? It is
tempting to conjecture that it does, since one might think that perhaps every sys-
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tem could carry all information of all interactions it had with all systems in the
past. However, this argument is fallacious because systems are not allowed in our
framework to do such a thing. For example, if we do U followed by U−1 on a
system, it has the same effect as simply doing I , on both the noumenal and phe-
nomenal states of the system. It is simply impossible to distinguish between these
two histories that a system might have experienced. Should it be the case that the
hypothesis of reversible dynamics cannot be removed, there would be two tasks
to undertake. The first would be to provide an example of a no-signalling theory
without reversible dynamics that cannot have a local-realistic interpretation. The
second task would be to find a minimal condition on no-signalling theories, such
that this condition is essential for the theory to have an underlying local-realistic
interpretation. We know that reversibility is not necessary in all cases since the
PR-box has irreversible dynamics and yet it has a local-realistic explanation never-
theless.
We have used the assumption that systems form a boolean lattice as this allowed
us to introduce various notions, such as subsystems and complementary systems.
However, this framework is perhaps too restrictive. Can we weaken this assump-
tion? For example, is it absolutely necessary that systems be closed under union
or intersection?
We have shown that finite-dimensional unitary quantum mechanics is a model
of a reversible no-signalling operational theory, which directly implies a local-
realistic interpretation. What about countably infinite unitary quantum-mechanics?
Or continuous unitary quantum-mechanics? Are these no-signalling operational
theories? In the case of countably infinite unitary quantum mechanics, we are
quite confident that they are. Yet, to give a hint of the potential difficulties, in a
finite-dimensional vector space V, for all linear operators A,B : V → V , we have
that
AB = I ⇐⇒ BA = I.
However, such a statement is false in infinite-dimensional vector spaces. This
illustrates the necessity to verify that every step of the proofs we have used apply
for infinite-dimensional spaces, and if not, how to modify the results accordingly.
On a similar topic, we have developed an explicit local-realistic framework
for quantum theory in a companion paper [6], which is built around matrices
and Hilbert spaces. It remains to determine if this approach works for discrete
infinite-dimensional quantum theory. A more difficult research direction concerns
the development of a local-realistic framework for continuous degrees of free-
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dom, such as the position and momentum of particles. This framework could
be used to derive the time evolution of noumenal states based on the representa-
tions of space-time symmetry groups. The non-relativistic and relativistic sym-
metry groups should be independently studied. We expect that the image of the
noumenal time evolution by the noumenal-phenomenal epimorphism will lead
to Schro¨dinger’s equation in the non-relativistic case and to Dirac’s equation for
spin-1
2
relativistic particles. Charles Alexandre Be´dard is currently working on
these issues [1].
Even though we have argued that the conventional no-signalling principle for-
mulated in terms of probabilities is subsumed by the more general principle we
have developed for operational no-signalling theories, we have not carried out
the full mathematical details. For instance, we should give a formal proof that
no-signalling theories with probabilities satisfy our axioms of no-signalling oper-
ational theories. Furthermore, in the event that we cannot find a general proof that
all irreversible non-signalling operational theories have a local-realistic interpre-
tation, or if we can actually prove that some don’t, we conjecture that all theories
satisfying the probabilistic no-signalling principle have a local-realistic interpre-
tation. A proof of this conjecture is currently within grasp, but details remain to
be fleshed out.
Additionally, we intend to study limits of sequences of operations, continuity
of operations and topological properties of states. The framework we have devel-
oped in this paper is inspired by universal algebra and structure theory. However,
algebra does not capture topological properties like continuity. In mathematics,
there exist axiomatic systems having both algebraic and topological properties,
such as topological groups and topological fields, on which there are algebraic
requirements and topological requirements that a topological structure must sat-
isfy, in such a way that the algebraic and topological requirements are consistent
with each other. For example, the axioms of a topological group imply that the
group operation is a continuous operation. An important question is to determine
the topological requirements that should be expected in a local-realistic structure
if we want the operations and states to have both topological and algebraic prop-
erties. Such a framework might be necessary for continuous quantum theory or
for the investigation of topological local-realistic structures.
In recent years, category theory has been used to describe frameworks that
include theories more general than quantum theory. For example, category theory
has been used successfully to derive quantum theory from axioms built on ideas
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of operations, information and probabilities [7]. We think that many of the ideas
we have expressed here would benefit from being written categorically.
Given that our framework of local realism is extremely general, we wonder if
there are interesting examples of local-realistic models beyond quantum theory or
the Popescu-Rohrlich nonlocal box, or more generally probabilistic no-signalling
theories? An interesting candidate would be “Almost Quantum Theory’’ [27].
Furthermore, David Deutsch has suggested that qubit field theory [9], which is
based on non-commutative observables, would be a purely local theory based on
observables that nevertheless need not commute at equal times [10].
Any time a system of axioms is developed, many questions arise. The founda-
tional questions include whether the axioms are independent from each others, or
whether there are alternative axioms giving rise to the same structure. Another set
of important questions is to determine the interesting theorems of local-realistic
and no-signalling theories. Each of these theorems would give us a consequence
of living in a local-realistic world or in a no-signalling world.
John Archibald Wheeler famously said “it from bit” [30]. By coining this
phrase, he suggested that every physical quantity is postulated to explain our
observations. As realists, we postulate an external world to explain our obser-
vations. This is also why we postulated the noumenal world, the goal is to under-
stand the phenomenal world. Wheeler argued that “the supreme goal was to derive
the quantum from an understanding of existence” [30]. The question of deriving
the quantum from existence has been largely abandoned in recent years in favour
of models that are not realistic, and do not attempt to derive quantum theory from
an independent objective world. How can we derive the quantum from existence?
A path towards the answer might be to find additional metaphysical principles
that go on top of a local-realistic structure and end up deriving the quantum. One
such principle is the reversibility of operations. But what else? At this point, we
do not know, but we would like to launch the question, and the quest for finding
metaphysical principles that lead from local-realistic reversible-dynamics theories
to quantum theory.
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